
Cloud Vidyashram Class in Pictures 
 

Its great experience to see the kids transforming into better Mathematicians 
by watching Salman Khan’s (Khan Academy’s Math) videos in their local 

languages.  

 

 

Here is what I observed in one of my visits to a CV classroom.  



Cloud Vidyashram Classroom  
 

  
I went to Guindy Corporation School with Nikhil on the 18th of July (2014) to 
experience the implementation of CV project. We opened the computer lab 

around 1:15 P.M for some nine students who were waiting eagerly right outside 
the lab. In no time everyone took their places and started their ‘personal’ 

computers. There were no school faculty for supervision; none were necessary 
either.  



Collecting Assessment Sheets ( with 15 questions )  

Nikhil giving Assessment Sheet to students for their next exercise, before they started 

with the day’s math lessons. Students could write their answers in the same sheets.  



Listening to 5-10 minute Video 
 

They started listing to video and filled their answers on the Assessment sheets 
given to them earlier after watching each video. Each student viewed two or 

three videos based on their individual levels then attempted 15 questions per 
lesson. Each student viewed two or three videos based on their individual 

levels and then attempted 15 questions per lesson. It was great to see that 
everyone in class answered more than 12 questions correctly.  

 



Attempting the Assessment 

Every student in class was engaged in solving their questions. 



Submitting the Assessment Sheets  

Submitting their Assessment sheets and collecting new sheets for the 
next exercise. Most of student finished TWO Assessment sheets; they were 

to return all the sheets after at the end of the class. Class ended at 2.00 P.M. 



Its was really a great experience! I am sure children are never so confident and 
focused in their regular Math classes. The most beautiful thing was that they 
watched the video only once before attempting the Assessment questions. 

There was a thirst to learn in every student; I could see that the future of these 
kids is bright. It’s natural to feel happy on learning and succeeding; I could see 

that joy in everyone’s faces :). Even teachers have to experience this.  

 

If this could be done in more languages in future, like Hindi and other Indian 
languages, it will change the whole nation.  

 


